
COOK- unknown Coat Gene from a line of Cook family horses out of Copper D (Tony Palomino

QH x Damele Mare). Art Cook was a neighbor of the Damele’s, all his Curly horses were out of

Copper D. We do not know if Copper D carried KRT25 and the Cook gene, but it could be??

COOK Foundation horses:

Copper D sired this line of Cook horses:

*CooK Mare

*Sorrel Curly (Cook’s) a Stallion and Mare of that name

* Cook Horse- Stallion



*Cook line of Curly Horses:

*Ravishing Ruby



*Ellaree



*Curley Babes



*Houdini -

Houdini is line bred Copper D and Cook horses. We know he passed the Cook gene onto

offspring.

Offspring of Houdini:

Patrick

Kara Mia

Magjic Rainmaker

Ne Hi Majic (Cook gene only)

Copper Majic

Gemstar Majic (Passed Cook gene on)

Knickerbocker Majic



Colorado Sunshine

Kodiak Majic (Cook gene only)

Houdini’s Honey

Okie “J” Sasha Houdini

Lacy Lady

CPS Woody

HCR Cinderella ( KRT25 +/- but could also carry Cook gene)

Offspring of Houdini known to carry the Cook Gene without other Curly coat genes:

*Kodiak Majic Has the Cook Coat gene



*Ne-Hi Majic 1846-D “Nipper” (*Houdini x *Chip’s Barefoot Babe) carried the Cook Coat Gene

Offspring of “Nipper” :

*AKK Heza Dandy

AKK Sarah’s Majic Star

*AKK Colonel’s Jacket

*AKK Majic Penny

*AKK Macho Man

*BHC Diamond Jim

BHC Majic Wind

*BHC Sweet Glory

*Karma’s Delight





*CNC Joseph King of Dreams

Karma’s Delight 1846-D & CNC Joseph King of Dreams 1088-D are known to carry only the

Cook Coat gene. Other NE-HI Majic “Nipper” offspring are unknown for coat gene and could

be tested if they can be located.

Other Known Cook gene Horse-



Preserving the Cook gene- Breeding choices

Possibly the best way is to breed a Cook coat gene horse is to a Smooth Coat Curly

(Damele/Cook line) that complements the horse in conformation and temperament. Another

choice is breeding to straight coated other breed that complement the conformation and

temperament of the Cook line horse. (Morgan, QH, Arabian, etc) This way a breeder will

know they are not introducing other Curly Coat genes and can concentrate on the Cook gene

being passed on. This is a very unique gene and worth persevering. At this time we do not

know how many horses may carry the Cook Coat gene because we do not have a test for it.

By testing Cook lineage horses for Curly Coat genes, we may find more that only carry the

Cook gene. Research is continuing. Bunny Reveglia


